
SELECTION FOR POSITIONS IN SIC FOR IIT HYDERABAD

This announcement is being released for the post of Event Organizer & Social Media Manager (1) on a contract basis,
for Suzuki Innovation Centre (SIC) at IIT Hyderabad. Shortlisting will be based on an online application followed by
an online interview for the screened-in candidates. The selected candidate is required to physically report to the office
on the IITH campus daily to execute the duties. The position will also require travel to various locations in India. All
terms and conditions of the selection and employment will be governed by IIT Hyderabad.

About SIC: Indian Institute of Technology Hyderabad (IITH) and Suzuki Motor Corporation (SMC), Japan, which is
the parent company of the biggest automaker in India, started Suzuki Innovation Centre (SIC) on the IITH campus with
the vision of “creating innovations for India and Japan” by way of providing a platform for the exchange of knowledge
between the two countries. SIC will be operated as a platform for open innovation among Industries, Academia, and
Startups. The Centre will also support skill development and the exchange of human resources between India and
Japan.

No of Vacancies for Event Organizer and Social Media Manager : 1

Emolument: Rs. 80,000 per month

Duration: 11 Months (Extendable based on performance)

Job Description: The key responsibilities include
1. To enhance our presence widely in India, Japan and worldwide

a) Search SIC purpose aligned online & offline events to participate or sponsor for SIC exposure
in India and other countries and plan participants schedule and application.

b) Plan and execute events for startup pitching, business networking, students, grassroots
innovators etc. offline and online at IITH or other places by working closely with internal and
external stakeholders as well as vendors according to SIC requirements.

c) Coordinate with the venue for setting up and web configuring if online, ensuring cleanliness
and proper set up of furniture/equipment, and resolve any problems.

d) Gather and analyze feedback using measurable metrics to keep improving and understanding
what works for our networking events.

e) Preparing benchmark study reports and strategizing for networking programs of innovation
centers, incubation centers, startup acceleration programs, technical demonstration events.

2. To maintain a strong network between colleagues and stakeholders
a) Handle administrative tasks to create a stronger network internally and externally through

phone, email, and in-person interactions.
b) Summarize events as a report and for website and SNS postings (Linkedin, Twitter &

Facebook)



Eligibility and Requirements:
Essential Requirements:

1. Bachelor’s Degree
2. Maximum age limit 35 years (as on  22nd Feb 2023)
3. Outstanding written and oral communication skills in English.
4. Experience of event planning and execution with more than 50 participants in startup-pitching,

business networking, student or rural innovators’ events online/offline.
5. 5+  years of experience in event organizing field
6. IT familiarities

Desirable Requirements:
● Experience of event organizing with more than 100 participants in startup-pitching, business

networking or student, rural innovators’ events with multiple stakeholders of India and other countries
online/offline.

● Willing to travel to the event venues for the above tasks.

Please mention any awards / recognitions (with proof) which are suitable for the above position along
with your CV.

Selection Procedure:
The candidate will be shortlisted as per the information in his / her application and selected based on the
performance in the Interview.

Date and Time of Interview: Will be intimated to shortlisted candidates via E-mail.

COVID-19 Instructions:
All the necessary safety precautions such as wearing a mask, maintaining physical distance of at least 6 feet,
avoiding crowded places, and following the preventive measures issued by the GoI/Telangana Govt. is
compulsorily within the campus to contain the spread of COVID-19.

General Instructions:
● IIT Hyderabad reserves the right to alter the number of vacancies or keep it open till the deserving

candidate is found.
● IIT Hyderabad reserves the right to close the recruitment procedure without selecting anybody, if none of

the candidates is found suitable.

How to Apply:
Please use the following link to apply: https://forms.gle/jAXbvK2f5M1yxhtd6
Online Application Deadline: 23-02-2023 11:59 PM

Contact Details:
Ms. Minako Kanemoto
SIC, IITH
Email: office.sic@iith.ac.in


